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'URBAN' COMMUNICATIONS AND THE UNIVERSITY

A

If we are really serious about our .efforts to improve the

urban condition in the United States, we must pay far more attention

to the camplicated system of formal and informal communications which

profoundly affects not only the image and information-transfer capacity

of urban society, but its very substance and ability to become better.

Our efforts, ih this field are too piece-meal, and our attention

span erratic. 'We can cite.some fine examples of individual researcht:

occasional warnings, by national presidential commissions, and random

programs in or beyond the universities. But the goals are short-range

and while .halpfull; willchat do the job that is needed.

In looking for culprits,!it is easy end correct to describe a

general insensitivity,and.inability, of the mass media to communicate

our urban concerns with depth or substance. But we must also take a harder

lobk at our educational institutions, for it is in the high schools,

colleges and universities where the most serious indictment can.be

returned. I am not interested in blame, except as it relates to solutions,

and this document.will concentrate on the latter.

McLuban criticizes the schools/for failure to prepare students

adequately to deal with communications problems -- to give them sufficient

shelter against "media fallout". 'But this is just part-of the problem.



Yes, it is important that. we develop a general populace which

.acts as thoughtful and critical consumers of the media. But we need a far more

activist approach. People must not only consume more carefully, but must be

.encouraged to communicate for themselves. This means providing the intellectual

base, the practical skills, the hardware and the general environment in which

to communicate. The 'schools and the universities are an especially fruitful

placelp which to try this.

At the same time we are engaged in program and curriculum development,

we must expand field work, research and community service efforts in the

university which analyze the interrelated systems of our urban condition,

and gives us a better sense of how urban communications relates to this.

The program which.I am directing at Livingston College, Rutgers

the State University. of New Jersey, is a major effort at the undergraduate

and graduate levels, andin field work and community service to create a whole

new discipline of urban communications, and I wish to share the pain and

pleasurei of the experience sinde its beginnings in 1969.

We have integrated our curriculum and field work with such things

as creation of a coMmunity7based gommunicatiOns center in conjunction with an

anti-poverty program; A statewide environmental documentation.programblending

communicative skills and the disciplines Of 'the fine arts, and the txaining

of minority persons for riass madia, and communications positions relating to

Community .development. lihese will be 'described in more, detail.

$.
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First, let us strip away the veneer, and talk of urban comuunications

in mOre precise id vivid terms.

Kerner told usaboutthe growing inability to communicate across

racial lines, and the two-society phenomenon that was, and still is, growing

worse in the United States& The commission singled out municipal officials

who cannot keep in touch with their constitutents. especially the poor and

the minorities. It criticized the mass communicators for failing to communicate

a true senss of our urban life. It even outlined action steps ranging from

the picayune to the most elaborate, with universities urged to take a more

significant role.

But all this did little good, and was hardly felt before it was

forgotten, subsumed in a wave of other presidential reports. The blame is

partly our inability as a nation to confront broader systemic concerns

and translate them to the daily realities. Thus, the cliche of "city hall's

failure to communicate" never gets,quite translated into the thousands of

probXems residents of a city face daily in trying to communicate their need

for services.

Or the opposite ProbleN exists, where the daily realities are not

translated into the general 'causes for the'system's dysfunction. The daily

problems, when Communicated by the mass media or by public officials who are

image-conditioned by themedia, desCend to the most embarassing levels of

"human interest" stereotypes. We 'are all disheartened by the infant who dies

of lead paint poisoning. But seldom do We probedeeply and lcng enotigh

to learn,why the paint was old with an inadequate warning; why municipal and
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state laws were not legislated,.or if so, not communicated to the general

public; why municipal officials' from several agencies relating to health,

code enforcement or housing did not communicate with each other, or why the

general public suffered because of poor communications between municipal

officials anl the. press.

When we do act, we are too prone to apply superficial cures.

Tell a mayor he is not communicating properly with his constituents (in a

non-electiron year) and he might install a second phone or publish a brochure

filled with puffery. Or he might pluCk away one of his 'savvy' staff members,

usually a dedicated but inexperienced recent college graduate, and

order a store-front opened, where a temporary exercise in liason and

ombudsmanship get nowhere. Or we are overwhelmed by the 'coffee and cake'

syndrome, where highly publicized and short-lived rap sessions between the

mayor and 'just plain folk3' does little more than heighten the frustrations

of the uhheard.

wish to propose a different kind-of marriage between the field of

urban studies, community development and communications. It has already

begun at Livingston College, and there is little reason why it could not be

tried elsewheret Many of our colleges and universities have the components;

it,is just a.matter of soldering them together in an inter-related program. The

blue-print for doing this will be,presented in the following pages. /t will be

explored in several stages: a definition of urban communications and a staking

out of parameters of concern; tteesetting and background for its development at

Livingston, ttd 'finally, specific'programs and curriculum development which

grew out of this.
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THE BEGINNINGS:

Livingston College is the third college in a five-unit

federated master plan for the New Brunswick campus of Rutgers, now a

state university, but with a history as a private university going

back to 1766. The other two colleges are 'Rutgers Men's College and

Douglass College for.Women.

Livingston was fortunate in receiving ample open acreage in what was

formerly Camp Kilmer, across the Raritan River from New Brunswick, for an

entirely new campus which opeaed in 1969 as a co-ed, residential institution.

Its full complement of 5,000'undergraduate and 1,000 graduate students will be

reached in 1975. The college evolved during the :troubled middle 1960's,

and events such as the civil disturbances in the major cities, and the growing

re-evaluation of higher education in meeting the needs of minority students were

significant factors in the master plan.

.
It was decided that the college would not seek a token admission

of minority students, loiut would consciously create a total environment

for learning, field work and research that would underline minority concerns.

Approximately a third of the student body today is Black and Puerto Rican,

as is a third of the faculty and administration.

The curriculum of the college, while possessing a wide range

of offerings,kamiliar at any goodliberal arts college, has a decided

and cOntinued commiiment to disciplines relating:to urban sttidies and

community development.Itt was this atmosphere that presented thei ideal

4ftnosphere for the seed of wurban communiCations idea to grow.
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The chance for survival of the program was further enhanced by

assignment of the urban communication sequence to The Division of Urban Studies

and Community Development. The latter consists of three units: The Department

of Community Development; The Department of Geography; and The Department of

Planning and Policy Development. Assisted by a Carnegie Corporation grant

the division developed an interdisciplinary approach to urban studies and

community development, with approximately 32 full and part time faculty brought

together in the division from a wide variety of disciplines.

The urban communications program is based in the undergraduate

Department of Community Development, and offers work in the graduate Department

'of Planning and Policy.Development. The latter has approximately 200 students

at the master's and doctoral level, and the former has approximately 200 majors

and services about 700 students per semester enrolled in courses.

The division has taken a systems approach with health, housing,

education, transportation, planning, policy development, community development

and ,00mmunications being the immediate areas of concern. The faculty consists

of members fitting the traditional description of university academicians, with

impressive research publications and doctoral work in the field. Also recruited

were faculty like myself who posseesed academic credontials, but who had'been

outside the university working actively/in some area of planning, urban affairs

or community development. This blend of faculty allows the division tO bring

together two worlds -- that of the university where scholarly activities,

research and curriculum development can proceed, and the daily world of our cities,

suburbs and rural fringe areas where the dynamics of community development are

happeningat their own pace, and mhether we like it or not.
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When I was brought in to implement the urban communications

sequence in the division, the idea was only an item in the organization

chart. We knew that courses should be developed at the undergraduate

and graduate levels, that they should relate to innovative field work,

community service and scholarly review of the efforts, but that was about

My most recent experiences as a journalist specializing in

urban affairs, and my urban studies at Harvard and M.I.T. as a Nieman fellow,

had already convinced me of the interdisciplinary systems approach of the

division. It was clear to me that we could not hope to understand the

dynamics of our urban society, plan for the present needs and future'

possibilities, or evolve new and better communities, if there was,no

multidisciplinary approach.This same attitude carried over to the urban

communications sequence. Let me describe it.

THE URBAN COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM.

The allure of, communications study is its ability to move through

a number of different fields. There is an information component in every one

of the above systems I have just mentioned, for instance, and a particular means

'of communicating that information most effectively. But this ability of

communications to have some relevance to many thi4gs is a .so its danger. There

c\
is the danger of wandering in such'a haphazard pattern thiough 66 communications

field that little substantive work results.



It was my contention from the very beginning that the "urban

communications" designation was valid -- that there are particular situations

involving the transfer of information that are unique to our urban setting,

and that themeans of communications must be as varied and as custom-designed

as the need. We have seen this come to pass somewhat in print journalism

with the emergence in the late 1960 s of specialists in urban affairs

coverage. It was about the same time that national studies pointed up the

inadequacy of much urban coverage in print and broadcast journalism,and

reporters and editors were urged to develop more background, skills and care

in reporting the crucial issues in this field.o.

The need for a specialized program in urban communications is even

more crucial when we/take it into areas beyond mass communications practices.

For instance, Imes concerned with the tendency of planners and community

developers to devote millions of dollars and years of time to regional

transportation and land use studies, and then fail to win the support of

politicians and the understanding,of the general public because they

could not communicate.their basic findings. There is also a serious inability

on the part of many designers -- whether we talk of an architect designing

a low-income housing unit, or a planner redeveloping an entire heart of

a city -- to gather adequate information from the potential users, and

institute an effective and equitable feedback process before the design

is frozen into final budget allocations and implementation.
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In the delivery of social services, we find the inability to

effectively administrate a program closely linked to (1) the opportunity

of the users to know and understand the program, (2) the quality of feedback

between the users and the staff of the program, and (3) the sense of the

program shown by the general public and the politicians who react to public'

opinion. The.latter can mean the life or death of a crucially important

community service or development program.

The.amerging field of health services is another where the

information component is critical.' What is the basic stock of information

every citizen needs to maintain proper health? What happens when the clientele

for the health services is hampered by a language problem as in the case of

millions of Spanish-speaking Americans who must deal with an Anglo-oriented

system? What happens to migrant farm families such as the ones we studied

in New Jersey who cannot get basic information on food stamps, health care

or school services because they have no telephones and the throwaway weekly

paper is never, but never, thrown on the steps of their tenant shahks?

Why are young people in Newark's inner city turned off by the canned materials

shipped in from Washington on drug abuse? How do you structure adequate

information programs' using small and large scale information packages in a

variety of media to deal with such issues as venereal disease, day care,

mental health or alcoholism?
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The educational system in our urban areas provides a

marvelous possibility for new forms of communications, if only the senders

(teachers) and the receivers (students) were not so often et odds, and in

such hostile positions. We are examining the classroom and the school itself

as a critical node in alternate media structure, um are designing for

urban communities. In the classroom we want to take audiovisual from the

realm of overhead projectors stored unused in the closets, and assist students

and teachers in communicative techniques using the most current lootential

of videotaping units, CATV transmission and closed circuitry where it is

available, or in the absence of hardware, to develop a 'bamboo stick'

approach of low-budgeV development of curricula materials. We are also

sending out our students to local high schools andcletting tnem work side

by side with teachers to develop courses in communications and mass media

at the high school level. Our prog,.:am udll work closely with another

department of the college -- Urban Teacher Education -- to develop communications

resources that particularly meet the needsoof central city and inner city areas.

Government.offers.a.particularly fruitful area for.development.

Urban communications and the pace of community development go hand in hand.

Anyone who has closely wa.tched the activities of local and state governments

knows thearchaic nature of their.ability to communicate. /hair dependence

upon the news conference and a barrage of press releases has not gotten the

story across. The ability of government officials to transmit information

about their programs,:services and problem in a way that effectively

reaches the majority Of ciiisens in the city or'tegion is pathetically

inadequate.

I.

...
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We are linking our communications interns with students

in political science. The study of government and politics given hand in

hand with the study of information needs and the delivery systems

related to them will be increasingly more important. We are also exploring

joint programs with a major labor union, and see the network of local,

regional and national union contacts as a valuable collection of information

nodes that are not being used.

In environMental and ecological concerns, the need for adequate

information is obviolis. The ability to translate complicated and subtle

concerns into an information package that the general public can grasp is

not an easy one. How do we create materialstthat do, in fact, show potential

imbalance the ecology, or relate the impact of a new freeway to the total
to

living and design problems of a major city thiough which the freeway will pass.

In the fine arts, growing numbers of students wish to link their

interest in graphics photographylfilm, painting or videotaping to the

critical needs of our urban society. This blend of fine arts and communications

to make the message more palatable, its impact more effective and more socially

relevant is another fruitful area of exploration.
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I am particularly interested in communications planning as

a discipline that is equal in importance to transportation or land use

planning. Graduate students in the department are working in a variety of

individual projects related to social planning, and we must move more

extensively into integrated regional planning that looks upon communications

as a resource requiring, more thought, budget and policymaking. Where will

the multimedia information centers of the future be placed? What is the

relationship of information centers to educational facilities? What is the

best placement for studios and transmission facilities in urban, suburban

and rural areas in transition? How can travel patterns be altered by a more

sophisticated reworking of communicaiions resources?

In the area of race relations, civil and human rights, things

so close to the heart of our urban.condition is a nation, the role of

communications ip essential. Whether we are talking about information

about equal employment opportunity, or designing an information retrisval

system to gather complaints in the thousands of cases we know exist, there

is a need for trained communications specialists.

In mass communications, both in print and broadcast, our work

and attention is extensive. How do you best analyze the outpouring from

local dailies, weeklies and magazines or radio and television as they relate

to the most pressing urban issues? What can be done to sensitize professionals

in the maim media,*d.students,whO will .go into the media, to the particular

information needs of an urban society? It:is pOssible to train stUdents to

become urban affairs speCielists.in the mast media, and to work witli midcareer

people.and retraiWthemif they are willing.
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X am 'mentioning only a few of the many areas we are gradually

bringing into oar realm of concern in urban communications. It is an

example of the unwillingness to define a narrow field of interest, at the,

.same time we were bringing a sharper focus to the topic.

We also began with several other notions. The program must

.not be wedded to any particular medium. Students mdst be trained to understand

:that information is disseminated in a wide variety of formal and informal

channels of communication, a'nd a greater variety of formats. Thus the

traditional mass media receive close attention, but so do informal channels

of communications. Wall posters, skywriting, phamplets, brochures, street

theater, folk music,. exhibitions -- choose the communicative format to meet

the need. Develop the skills to communicate within the environment of a

multidisciplinary study of urban life and.community development, and you

have a much mol:e valuable end product.

Let me describe several positions that angle our urban communications

on its own unique flight pattern: .

A Philosophy of Communications.

It .is most imPortant to ask the question, why.bother with an

urban communications program? And. to ask,the question.of what commUnications.

does to us as well as for us? We are.all tired of hearing the endless dirge

sung about urban society in the United States. We all know it is in deep

trouble and may eventually present an unlivable 'inhuman sitution if we

do not do something about it. Pm these reasons, our concern with communicatiohs

in the urban field, urges value judgments and ethical consideration upon the

student and ourselves. It is not enough that a practitioner of urban

communiCations be professionally competent.

14
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He or she must ask what are the effects of urban communications

when substantial segments of society are left out of the process, or when

the information given to them is incomplete or distorted. How democratic are

our decisions if they are based on a faulty communication structure that hampers

the electorate in getting sufficient information, or the elected in hearing

the views and desires of those they are chosen to represent? We must continually

hammer away at the importance of good information being effectively communicated,

and show the results that can accrue in the way of bad community development,

imprecise legislation or dangerously faulty decisions by private and government

officials who'base their actions on a mulfunctioning urban communications

network:

What is Urban?

In my program, urban is defined in the megalopolitan or regional

sense. We are an urban society and our conc,Jrn with urban communications overlaps

the interests of community development as it relates to the central cities, the

suburbs.and transitional rural areas on the fringe of the metropolis that will

be tomorrow's cities. .,Certainly, each sector requires its own differetiation

and finer calihration, especially in an American society which has chosen to

mark off its class and raciallines in inner and outer circles of our metropolis.

But at the same time, the interrelatedness of the urban commUnications sykitem

must be defined, analyzed and programs developed to met this condition.

Our concern with urban communications also moves us into state and

national levels when actions there' have an effect on the urbail well-being of the

central city, suburban pi ruial ftinge areas. Thus the Moynihan rePort and

the information probleiAs surrounding the memorandum, and the ultimate effect

this had .at the local anti-poverty level, are matters of concern to us although

the action centered at the White gouse., So too the national pattern of



information gathering and dissamination by the U.S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development, or the directives of the New Jersey Department of

Community Affairs becomes an important element in an urban communications

review, ju.st as the information delivery system of a community development

agency or the mayor's office, or the role of rumor in civil disturbances,

are areas of concern.

15

Urban Communications and Actkvism

The urban communications program is imbued with a sense of activism

and social concern which is reflectedin both the Department of Community

Development where it is based, in the Division of Urban Studies, and in the

college itself.

If information, and the means of dissemination, are power, those

without these elements are powerless: While we avoid blanket indictments

and easy generalizations of present mass media and communications forms,

we do question their efficacy, and when necessary take the role of gadfly.

It is my strongly held position that communications(in its study and application),

represents an active phenomenon. Urban communications is not merely the

conduit for other institutions in society to send their messages back and

forth. We all know that urban society is sharply affected, shaped and

reshaped by the urban communications system which must be treated as an

institution in its own right. While it will take much more time to research

and define the results, in unison with field work and application of the

concepts, communicaiions as a positive tool of social change is an important

part of the Program.

16
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For instance, students of mine who are preparing a multimedia

documentary of a welare mother who has been the victim of a careless

bureaucraqi that allowed her to rent substandard housing has catalyzed

a whole review of the woman's case. Legal services, federal housing

officials and the community development personnel who before did not

give a damn, are suddenly taking a more active interest in the woman's

case, and taking corrective action. This is even before the materials

ere publicized. The simple presence of a Videotape unit or reel

.recorder has its own Peculiar power, and we are just beginning to

explore the potential, when placed directly in the hands of layman

and aMateurs.

Our communications program of concerned with the injustices

of a present network of communications which puts the means of communicationd

in.the hands of some, but not all of the nation's people, while we still cling

to the notion of a marketplace of ideas in our democracy. We take the

latter quite seriously, and.have.set out to find more precisely who has the

means of communications in local communities, which groups do not, and

why, and how the iMbalance can be redressed. Here we find a great variety

of deprived groupse not only, but most certainly minorities. The young,

women, the working class, a large portion of white ethnic and middle

class American, are also victims of a communications system which excludes

them or presents their image in a distorted form, or underinforms,

misinterprets, misinforms them, at the-same.time it usually discourages

direct.involvement by these people' in.the communicative process..
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While we are realistic enough to recognize the presence and power

of existing communications structure in our urban framework, and even to

acknowledge thatmuchof what is done is good, and some of it is very good,

the urban communications program also stresses the importance of a search for

alternate urban communications structures. These alternate structures are

examined within the needs of a rapidly changing urban society which finds many

of its information needs not served by existing channels, and many new informa-

tion needs amerging,which the existing communications system, whether we talk

of mass or mini-scale, were never intended to meet.

, The search for alternatel communications formats and the improvement

or redesign of existing ones is bound up in another programmatic goal -- the

deVelopment of critidal consumers, of cinformation. / feel.that the inefficiencies

of our communications'system can best be corrected through the pressure and

force of enough people who realize what is being done to them by such ineffective

comMunications acts. It is further held that the training to do this must begin

at the elemetary school level, find more direct application in the high schools

through the evolvement of youth media channels, and finally in the colleges and

universities be broughtto a kevel of refinement in undergraduate and graduate

programs.

Our program in urban communications'welcomes three categories

Of students

* The one who. plans-a career in communications either as a

practitioner of communications, &teacher of communications or a critic of it.

* The one who plans a career in community developkent related

field but who also wishes to develop the communications skills that will make
6 ,
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him a dual skilled planner-communicator, architect-communicator, teacher-

communicator, health official-communicator, etc.

* The one who has no particular desire to pursue either a primary

or secondary career in communications but who has an intellectual curiousity

about the urban communications field and wishes to include study of it as

part of the liberal.Srts pursuit, or to relate the siudy to his or her main

field of discipline.

It is a strongly held principle of the program that the serious

student of urban communications must be given the theoretical and conceptual

tools, but also must have the basic communicative skiliS to apply what has

been theorized *ithin the framework of field work, research and the production

of communications materials. The environment for analysis and true learning

can best take paace in combination -- in the classroom and on campus where

mistakes can safely be made, without the presSure of embarrassment or loss of

employment, and also .in the world beyond the campus where urban communications

skills will ultimately.be applied by the student turned graduate.

In studying communications by doing, I believe there are a whole

range of related benefits that accrue. In process, the student senses the

limitations and difficulties any communicator must face when he is up against

the limitations of time, resources or simple human inability to gather all the

iactstassess them and transform them into an effectively communicated message.

The student also learns beyond the circle of the communicative process. Thus,

the community development student who analyzes the field of lpcal low income

housing in order to translate this into a finished videotape or written report,

not only learns the possibilities and limitations of the medium, but also -L if

the job is done competently comes away with much greater knowledge of zoning,

design recreational and open space use, financing, political power, governmental

decisianmakingi human need, and human greed..

19
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The multidisciplinary approach to urban communications is underlined.

Just, as the study of urban society is approached from a variety ofisystems that

function within that society, the means of communications and their effect,

are also interdisciplinary in nature. Thus when we look at central city, we

must analyze how various institutions -- government,, the schools, the family,

the mass media, fraternal groups, law enforcement, health institutions, religious

institutions, planning and development agencies, and the like -- affect the

attitudes, images symbols and store of information which feed the communications

system. At the same time, we must look at the various means of communicating

. and here exploration can take place in the area of newspapers, television, radio,

magazines, books, wall posters, film, recording, videotapes, graphics, skywriting,

graffitti, literally, any way that information is conveyed on the mass .or mini-

communications scale. Both formal and informal information channels are reviewtd.

memorandum from a mayor's desk or a network report on the decay of the cities,

can thus both have significance in our scheme of things. Through such general

exploration, the dimensions of the urban communications field are set out, and

within these wide expanses the student of urban communications can then find

his particular area of.concentration.

Throughout all this thd question of what communications do to us as

well as for us is then stressed. The exercise requires far more analysis, far

more of a search for improvement and alternatives, and ultimately direct

involvement on the part of the student then passive "Mass Media and Society"

kinds of cdurses which too often leave the student with heightened frustrations,

and a reinforcement,of the distrust and sense of helplessness in the fact of

iñforntatiozt WhiCh.hd brouglit to tbe ci6tirse in the-firtiida-de.
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COURSE OFFERINGS FIELD WORK AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
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Just, as the study of communications offers a tremendous opportunity

to span a variety of disciplines, the vastness of the terrain provides too many

chances for the student and teacher to become lost in the woods. It becomes

eproblem of.not being able to see the trees because of the number of forests

.in which to explore. We have not solved this dilemma by any means but we have

begun to score some successes.

The specialization in the area-of urban communications is one,

though still gioss way of narrowing down the field of exploration. We can

thus set our sights on case studies, institutions and phenomena that relate

-

, to urban society within our previous definition of it as the central

cities, suburbs and transitional fringe areas on the edge of the metropolis.

In this way, it is possible to establish opportunities for sensitizing the

student to the particular ambience, needs and dynamics of an urban society,

within the American urban framework, and link this to the study of communications.

Beginning in the Fall of 1972, the urban communications program will

offer the student in the Department of Community Development the opportunity

to reaeive a major in the department, with a concentration in urban communications.

Approximately four fulltime faculti and several parttime faculty will relate to

'the urLan communications offerings.

In 1969, when I began the,urban communications program and was then

sole faculty member the emphasis was on'broader introductory courses and

specialiied seminars with a minimum of hands on Workshops using communications

hardware. Today, the sequence offers a series of introductory, middle level

and advanced courses in the theoretical exploration of urban communications

and a rapidly growing program in workshop skill's related to several community

service and research projects. .

ta.
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For a college or university that wishes to explore the first

possibilities ofurban communications program, without becoming over-committed

in the way of faculty, equipment or course offerings this approach is a logical

one. In a time of continued budget constraints, the avenue is even more

attractive. (See Appendix for catalogue description of courses.)

The first courses I developed were:

Communications, Mass Media and Urban Life -- A broad overview of the

field. It allowd a simultaneous exploration of urban life in relationship

to information systems, both formal and informal.

Seminar in Communications, Mass Media and Urban Policy -- This

allowed advanced students to explore specific case studies, left more room

for individual field research and , major paper. This seminar had enough

flexibility to allow siudents to do a series of independent but related

studies, or in subsequent semesters to act as a combined research team.

Most recently, the seminar concentrated on a suburban community, Plainfield,

New tlersey, with a significant Black population and analyzed information

needs in such areas as housing, education, youth development, culture and

the arts, government and community development as they might be served by

a CATV (Community antenna television) system or public broadcasting which

is beginning in New 3ersey.

Writhvskillsfortl_banstudie6.14a.or.,7- In a college without

formal requirements in English Literature and Composition, ari opportunity for our

departmental majors to develop research and writing skills was the initial reason

for. this course. Study was on an'independentv tutorial basis.
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The gradual introduction of urban communications courses allowed

tame for contacts with interested parties in government, community groups

and the mass media. It also gave students the chance to explore the field

witnout being expected to make immediate, major commitments.

The next course at the introductory level was Television, Radio,

Film and Urban Society which allowed for a more focused look at these important

media as they related to urban:communications. The course has become a natural

second Semester companion course to the Communications, Mass Media and Urban

'Life.

Throughout 1970 and 1971, the cct.:Ise development allowed time for

the college to bring in more studentsland for these students to begin finding

their concentrations of interests.
O.

From the outset, students in all the courses were encouraged to

do a major paper that represented the fruits of independent reading and field

research. Marshall McLuhan has paid Plato sought the idev1 university without

realizing it was right there in the streets of Athens. This is an over-

simplification and any faculty member who has struggled with the inherent

difficulties of breaking beyond the classroom to link daily societal needs with

academic study knows the problems. Many of the students come to us conditioned

by high school experiences Whichdiscourage independent study in the field. The

simple difficulty of making contacisc getting back and forth from the campuet

to the field, and finding the time to do independent field woik, an4 still

carry A full complement of campus-tied courses do not make it easy for either

the student or the' faculty member.,
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This was partly solved'by bringing to the classroom a number of

guest lecturers related to the urban communications field who also were

involved in communications projects to which a student could relate in a

satellite way. The students.themselves began mini-field work projects in

the courses that alloWed them to try their wings without flying too high

too soon. In many cases, students who probed the beginnings of an idea in

an introductory course havennow carried through with advanced work and have

found career-related goals in their studies.

For example, one student who began in the introductory courses

with Modest field research in daycare and early childhood development as

they relate to communications gradually branched out. In the advanced

seminar she turned her interests into a major research paper related to

CATV, and then moved into the area of community housing needs.

It became clear that students required a course format beyond

the introductory level not as defined or limiting as the advanced seminar,

and a woikshop structure, Mass Media and Communications in the Metropolis

allovad students to pursue more independent study. This same girl continued

with her work, with readings, observation and field contact becoming even

more precise. Now, whe was assigned to a day care center and was spending

time analyzing the operations of the center and childhood development as

they relaied to specific com-unications skills and the use of audiovisual

materials. She has since movectinto communicative skills courses and

is working in the.field.
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An important added level for student initiative was focused on

independent studies within the "Special Topics" categories in the 200 and

400 levels. As interest in the urban communications field grew

additional students in the courses were handled with the assistance of

a half-time instructor and assignment of a graduate student as teaching

assistant.

0

The student work and classroom activity opened a rich variety

of information research. A few examples: study of the bi-linqual needs

of the Puerto'Rican community in New dersey accompanied by a household

survey of approximately 100 families'with the assistance of the Model

Cities program, and content analysis of major newspapers serving

.
communities with significant Puerto Rican populations; analysis of community

development and healthprograms in specific cities as these related to

cOmMunications; 'study.of a community-owned radio station and tile impact its.

sale would.have on the BlaCk community which depended on it.

Other Students did anallsis of mass media in New Jersey in such

areas as the environment and ecological concerns; the media handling of

racial and women's rights issues; the operation of a Black-oriented weekly

newspaper in a suburban community; the needs and interests of young people

at a local high school as they related to existing mass media and develop-

ment of their own media.outlets.

Another student initiated a participant-observer independent

.study and worked closely with five families in a migrant farm areal'essessing

their information'needs and' how these were served by existing formal and

informal informationchannels,

t
25
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Other students developed relationships with communications and

audiovisual programs in localhigh schools and did an assessmentof the

educational needs of information as they relate to audiovisual development.

In many casese.thestudents were moving from a first exploratory

interest in :the field'to more defined commitments. The amount of time they

were willing to give.to a project was proportionate, and then much more so,

to their interests.
P

With the addition of a second full-time faculty member it was

possible 4:11 1971 to deveiCp a new series of course offerings. These include

Mass Media dnd Government in America -and Mass Media Communications and Elections

which is offered in even-numbered years when significant elections allow

research and field work in relationship to,on-going election campaigns.

In 1972, with the help ok additional faculty, new courses will be

added in such areas as Television Production using the broadcast-quality

videotape facilities of the university's television center and a Communita

Videotape Workshop which concentrates on the use of simple, portable, half-,

inch videotape equipment as they relate to community development needs.

At the 4raduate level, a seminar in Communications Planning will

deve1op the'discipline of planning resources for a region as they relate to

its communications needs, and the actual production-of audiovisual

materials and the use of mass media to assist planners and policy developers

in master planning,.acquiring more meaningful feedback on deVelopment issues,

and implementing development plans. XII many cases, the graduate stUdents relate

their work to field projects also being undertaken by upper level undergraduate

students.
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Very quickly, students began to see the interrelationships between

various disciplines and urban communications. As a result students who were

education majors or going into health, housing or transportation began linking

up their studies in several courses, and with the help of faculty, allowed

to do an expanded field project. Recently, political student interns combined

their work inthe field with communications analysis. There has been particularly

strong interest on the part of students in the fine arts field studying sound,

.

graphics, photography, object collection and design who have moved their studies

closet to the practical and applied applications of urban oriented communications

courses.

As the urban communications program became known the requests

from various commOnity officials and groups grew with it. In order to more

closely link such community service contact with the curriculum, allow for

vt.

both service, reserach and a useful field experience for the student, The

Urban Communications Teachipg and Research Center was established. In duni,

we will move into a three-unit studio centered around the use of half-inch

videotape equipment, and plans call for construction of a more expanded,

multimedia studio on campus by 1974 for the permanent home of the center, and

the focal point for much of the future teaching and research in the urban

cbmmunications program:

When a number of Black and Puerto Rican groups from Newark area

complained of the poor coverage they received from mass media, a program was

established in, coopetation.with the Journalism School to traiii ten anority

mid-career peroons in newipaper and radio reporting. All have been tra4med and

hired by media or ielated media programs.
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In co-directing this program, it become clear to me that the long

range problem of sensitizing the white-dominated mass media to the needs of

minority groups, and bringing more minority reporters and editors into the

field would not be solved with one-shot training programs, but a decided
ta.

piash to get moreBlacks and Puerto Ricans(the predominant minority groups

in New Jersey) interested in mass communications careers by gradual and

then more intensive involvement in our urban communications program. Thus,

)

we can see in the space of a year or so, a significant number of mirwrity

students graduating with specific communications skills (both practical and

theoretical) who will be ideal college graduates for the massledia to hire.

If research at.the university and community service levels are not lookdd

upon as added activities to the classroom but ari'integral pa'rt of the

education process -- and one that Ought to be at the undergraduate level as

%

well hs the graduate level thenthe rationale for a truly viable and lively46.

'urban commuhications program makes Aore senie.

In the advanced seminar mentioned earlier in which the city of

Plainfield's information needis as they relate to CATV and community development

were analyzed, the culmination was a final presentation with a wide range

of media people and'community official including the mayor, councilmen and

'various community agencies which we videotaped, at our television studios.

The discussidh was a deeply involved and moving one for me, and my sense of

the importance of a university-related communications program involving the
A

community hit home Aven more 'forcefully.
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. The ideas that vere taking shape then have formulated into an

experimental program which is now in effect between Livingston and

Community Action Plainfield (CAP) Inc., the offical 0E0 antipoverty

unit ii the nearly community. It was ftinded by the Office of Economic

Opportunity and I am directing the $100,000 18-month project while

continuing my teaching and research duties at the university.

Since September, our undergraduate and graduate students, along

with Plainfield high school students and official from the CAP agency

have been in training at the college. Workshops have explored the

use of videotaping (portable); television in-studio production; still

photography; radio iproduction; print and graphics, and program

development. The teams are presently assembling a multimedia package on

the community's housirig needs,for instance.

28

We recently opened a communications center in Plainfield at the

CAP agency which will-function as, production center for broadcast and

non-broadcast videotapes; radio offerings; photographic and print media

offerings. The CAP staff and high school students gain retroactive college

credit if they complete tla program. Our students are gaining direct and

total eXperience in urban communications as they relate to community

development needs.

In the Pall of 1972, we hopp to begin teaching courses in the

high school, and bringing students more directly into the coMmunications

development of the anti-poverty program.
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If the program is successful, we hope to expand the services to

other communities who have asked for similar assistance. Our students will

begin taking on field internships as they develop the communications skills

themselves. la each case, the*practical communicative skills are combined

with the theoretical and conceptual development embodied in our college

offerings.

Another program unaerway in relationship to the courses is an

Environmental Documentation project funded by the New Jersey State Council

on the Arts. Students from my mass communications workshop and Professor
a

Daniel Newman's Place Analysis Course (Art bepartment) are using multimedia

techniques to document' urban, suburban and rural environments in New Jersey.

These are the historic fall district of Paterson; the inner city of New

Brunswick as it relates to a Puerto Rican population; the Atlantic Shore

development; Trenton and a housing project; the transition of rural Hunterdon

County from farm to urban, and development of the Hackensack Meadows, said

to be the richest piece of real estate in the world.

The goal is to develop low cost dodumentation techniques in

videotaping, photography, sound, object collection, exhibition and place

analysis, and then work with a whole range of school, museum, library,

historical preservation and environmental groups in linking the communications

and documentatIon skills with action to preserve what is good in the urban,

suburban and rural environments arid prevent the repetition of mistakes in

conununity deVelopment.
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Less than 'three years later, much has been accomplished but we

are still at the beginnings. The creation of a major urban communications

program at a major state university is an exciting, and frustrating experience.

Within the constraints of indreasingly tight budget, even more ihitiative must

focus on low budget methods of developing such programs. We have used the

facilities of corporations and outgide media outletsl.shared our own resources

with other groups and engaged in.a form of guerrilla warfare in the groves

of academe where bamboo stickshave to do when the more sophisticated resources

and backup were unavailable in developing the communications program.

We are also literally at the beginnings of developing an integrated

communications program at the college-wide level which kinks the various

' interest of about ten other departments in concentration of communications

study in addition to a departmental major. We will work closely with the
I.

former School of Journalism at Rutgers which is being reorganized into an

exciting School of Human Communications in which the urban communications

program will play an important part, and in which we in turn will send our

students for urgently needed work in the field of human communications study.

We have, and are, developing relationships with a whole list of other units

in the university.

Our own departmental majors will soon begin undertaking one and

two semester field internships in addition to the cluster of five communications

courses they must take 4ithin the department and other urban,studies courses

and senior seminars. .It will mean a great deal of additional work to find

and supervise meaningful internships for them but the department has already

begun planning for faculty specaiiiiing in intern supervision.
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Our students are already becoming known around the state.

They were by my side when I testified before state legislative commissions

reviewing CATV legislation. They were out in Indiana recently with

Plainfield officials.videotaping the Black political convention caucus.

They are working for the mass media. Others are helping develop programs

in the local schools. Some are assisting local communities to establish

environmental documentation projects, and in one case, establish a children's

musiaum.of the environment. Other are advising Model Cities agencies on

means of communicating with Spanish-speaking constituencies.

It is only a partial answer. But it is an answer to the

skeptical question someone asked me a few years ago: "aust what is the

difference between communications and urban communications?"

4

4
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l).R3AN GOl,;lJNICATION.S CONC;.-tU.ATION
Department advisors: Aumonto and Snchsman.

Th,). u..1.);to communlcakns sequence ccrnhines theoretical,
analytical .:And practical ofrills with urban studies and com-

witriity developn:mt systems. The goal; an innovative,. more
effective and equitablo flow of information in urban society,
and diattibutic:-! .1 the means of communication to a greater .
serjment of c. /. The framework has local, state, regional.
and national erc;ions. The central cities, suburbs and
rural fringe are ts of our metropolitan centers provide the
field resource for study, research and community 'service.
Traditional mass cemmunications in all, media forms, mini-
communications systems, new alternate' moOla 'and Informa-
tion systems, and emphasis on innovation and multidistiplinary
work characterize the urban communications offerings.

Students may: .(1) pursue work leading toward cornmunica-
tions careers (2) apply their communiCations knowledge and

c!dlls to related career objectives; or (3) include Their work
in a composite of a well-rounded liberal arts experience.
Faculty advisers in .the urban Communications sequence will
assist students in developing any of the three approaches,
and have adnional information available. Students are also
encouraged to develop combined study programs between
urban communieations and the School of Human Communica-
tions (formerly the Journalism School at Rutgers). Courses
in both areas will increasingly be inter-related.

'Those who wish .to develop a communications cvicentratien
within the department major Should plan on taking five.

cours,ts in the sequence besides the department's general
.-.uirenients for all majors. Two courses should be at the
int:orluctory 200-ievol, and' the three others should be a
cornbinntien cf theoretical and skills courses rir-awn from tho
communications concentration. Students will also .be able to
fashion a .comMimications internship of onis semistor away
from the campus. The introductory courses will increasingly
,become a prerequisite for more advanced course, workshops,
seminars, independent study and intemships, and :students

are strongly advised to include them in their fruhrnan and
sophprnore yp4rs;

L'R3AN TEACI.IINO AND
riESLiARCH C.
Oirector: Jorom,-: it,snonto
7:10 ot;nier hocsA in new ctudio faciiItios r7.,;(1 offices
witi ihNDivftich l th-bno :;tudios nnd Communiti Develop-
ment, and 11:,3 ba) co!lege L.nd university-wide reltionships,
it encoureoes C innovative approach to ccalmonica-.
lions sy%torns sociaty, consolidating cour:e offo.ings,
inci);)en'ient tdy, .',t.'rnr.Itips,' community sorvic.3 and re-
cearch on the und,?rgr.7.6:ate and gradunte levels.
The r.Lnter ccmple,;.d a apecial merlin and toinorities
training projc;ct, y.(.:h a variety of public arid privat3 funds It
Is engaged in various pmjects including; the croation of
altornate communication centers in Now Jersey communities;
development of environmental documentation techniques; the
teaching of communications at the high school level; and
extensive research and community service in community
antenna or cable television (CATV); public broadcasting and
traditional ril,Iss communications outlets as they relate to
urban communications needs in our rhetropolltan centers.
,:the center is an integral part of the Livingston college-wide
communications program now in formation, and' has close
tlos with various departments and branches of the university,.
and ,outside public and private groups, Its major interests
include: communications as they relate to minority corwerns;
Spanish bilingual- information systems;Inedin monitoring and
criticism; alternate media forms; educational media develop-
cient in the schools, adult education and external degree
programs; mid-careor training for journalists and media ape-
cialists from the pubrte and private sector; CATV, public and
commercial broadcasting; and information systems relating
to community development, planning, transportation, the
schools, health, housing, government, legislative and reg-.
ulatery agencies, the environment, interpersonal and .inter,
group relations in urban society.
The following two courses are an essential introduction to the
field for 'students at all levels, but especially for underclass-
mei, who plan to do more advanced work or, major in the
field:

MASS MEDIA, COMMUNICATIONS AND URI3AN
LIFE (Cr, 4, 4) SPring 02:075:271, 272
Sacilsman

Astudy of traditional mass media: newspapers; magazineS;
books; advertising; television; radio and filmes well .as
alternate mediti the underground pross; community-con-
trolled media; and innovative message-sending, through drama,
music' and the visual arts. Urban communications in various
forms from interpersonal contact to master plans, citizen
boards or special presiden ' study commiSsio... will be
analymd. Objectives: solid' f,:;; .,unding in utbon
lions and mass media; the development of cfitica! 1;-einClis
in the formation consumer; and analysiS of the in.pact
Information on urban society in terms' of soci. political,
governmental, cultural, economic, educational a;o:l onviron-

. mental concerns. Lecaires,.special presentations and .g;:is.
(Freshmen may take this course.)

WRITING'SKILLS FOR THE Urlt3AN STUDIES
MAJOR (Cat 4, 4) Fail, Spring 02:075:273, 274
Aumente and Sachsman

Prerequisite: permission of the Instructors.

An Intensive workshop, either in tutorial or smr:;:l
yrangement, for majors who wish' to Improve bz,sic
skills in order to comtcunicate better in their chosen
Students must submit samples of their present writing, and
be, prepared to undertake extensive writing assignments.

:04.4 4 OfigM11010,408011.411101MINS,
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',I:: ;C.% ;,.;) Fall, S.pilog 02:075:370, 371

. . , of tho inctroctor,

indMduatty ot in teams will undertake re-
act.cn field work io urban oommunica-

:. n*.Odia fpriot, broadcast, film, the fine arts,
in tho central city, suburbs, or metropolitan

.Tiodcrets encournoed to develop projocts in
. o with the faculty. They will moot periodically to

..1 their oxp4.riences. Oppor:unitios for ioki
ano educational broadca,.:ting; cnblo TV;

needs of ccoahunity groups such as Modol
action grot:os ooncom.,:d with tho environ-
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cloas row/ link projects with

0,her ocurs.

CCL".1UNICA*1;,-.;. El...C.CTI0N8 (Cr, 4)

Fall '02:073:370'

tho role of :-...1r,,:cc olortiain the American .
proC.--::s and the pcwor of :at:too:Tonal and mdss

to af.foot voting bohavior, 1 o courr:e
such topics as: com.municatioris and attitude

-., ;; ; news coveracto; political advertising;
: and post.eloction covorage. Direct al..
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Fail, Soritig
Fall, Spring 02::,75;3, :39

.i)k).'ii3SIOi'l of the advisor,

07 is rosz;;Nod for communications work,

TI.11i.:211Si3N PRODUCTION (Cr, 4, 4)

t).:rond and Aurnooto l, Spring 02:075:375, 370

7...oroc;o1sito; permiosion of the insto.ictors.

o.'intarlly for comuoiontions majors :Ind oth?rs
v.ho v,il ce coinmunicatioos skills in tholr caroors, A telt:-

prodoctioo workshop ucloo the facititios of tho Inctruc-
ti000l Toievision Studios. The c orco will omphosizo hands-on
.skllis in ail pi1.7.06 ef telovision production, diroction, pro-
oram dcyolopment and uso of tolovision production facilitios.
Tho y.....shop will include proclootion of a specific prog(,:.11
within tho 111);111 Nold, ,.

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION
AtImetito and Newman

Proroiluisito: permission of the instructors,

A projact to develop techniquos of cloauroonting utban, ub-
urban and rural environments, and to link the documontation
to community action. Vidcotaping, photography, sound record-
ing, object collection, place analysis and exhibition, tech-
niquos will be studied. Students must be. prep;-ired to devote
one full (icy in class and to undertake ko,:onaivc field work.
They will register for two courses: Mass Communications,
Workshop in tho Motropolis (02:075;371, 372). and Place
(02;080:118). (Two-somestor sequence: ran, Sprit.:0.)

ViDEO COMMUNICATIONS WONKSIlr.: (Cr..4, 4)
Aumonto and Stoft Fail, Spriog 02:076:3n, 374

Prerequisite: permission of the instruct2rs.

A workshop for communications majors and othars Who
apply communications skills to rolatod careerv In thc toban
field. The workshop will examine in-studio production ah-
niques, progiam dovolopmcnt, resoarch and prodl.,
There will be attontion paid to video-taping techniquos ooino
portable equipment and in-studio eqi,lipment, ospoci:dly as
they apply to information nods tho urban metropolis.
Studonto will participato in joint production proj..,c13, with
CATV .(community antenna toievision) public z.nd commercial
broadcasting as potential outIcts. Altornato communicatlons
centers will also bo examined in the community.
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